Word Workout

WORDS TO KNOW
coaxing descendants fragile glistening
habitat sanctuary threatened

An Odd Group of Words Let's look at the words and think of a topic in which we can use all of them. Then we can talk about the topic, using the words.

SPELLING WORDS
uncle oral symbol bugle turtle
pebble bubble pedal total channel
settler special pencil local vessel
ankle paddle pupil medal docile

le, ol, el, or ol? All the spelling words this week have the same ending sound, but some are spelled differently than others. I'll write the spelling words, leaving off the last two letters of each word. Then, you can write in the correct ending.

Dear Family Member:

This week we’re reading *Wild Horses*. It’s a nonfiction piece about mustang horses in the western part of the United States. Once they roamed free, but as people began to fence in areas for ranching and farming, the horses had fewer places to feed. They came closer to people’s property, and soon many of them were killed by bullets. I see a chain of events here, how one thing leads to another. I’m hoping the man in the article will find a way to save these horses. I’m sure one thing will lead to another until I reach the end.

This Week’s Skills

Comprehension: cause and effect
Vocabulary: context clues
Spelling/Phonics: words ending in le, ol, el, or ol

Name ________________________________
First I Was This and Now I’m That

A cause has an effect, but that effect becomes the cause of something else. Let’s write a cause. Then we’ll decide what effect it has. We’ll keep going from there. We can play once here and once again on the next page.

Cause: __________________________

↓

Effect: __________________________

↓

Cause: __________________________

↓

Effect: __________________________

↓

Cause: __________________________

↓

Effect: __________________________

↓

Cause: __________________________

↓

Effect: __________________________